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Dear Legislators in charge of deciding the FATE of this commonwealth's financially destructive bill,

This terrible policy of Medicaid expansion, which was a BRIBE by the Federal Government to get the 
governor's support and to allow him to garner Democrat votes for 'his' ugly transportation bill, will 
bankrupt our state  while  literally harming the very people it is supposed to help.

I, and a majority of Virginians (and Americans), want the federal government to LEAVE our 
COMMONWEALTH alone!  States should have the right to protect themselves from such destructive and 
unconstructive programs of which this is a major one along with the Affordable (?)Care(?) Act  
(ObamaCare????)

I say NO on Obamacare, the Unaffordable Health Act, and want to SAVE America, and Virginia in turn, 
from Medicaid Expansion.  It is UNaffordable  --conservative estimates that WE will be responsible for in 
the near future AFTER we sign up 100's of thousands of new Medicaid patients......  CARE?   Not good 
because 1 out of 4 Dr.'s are refusing to even accept Medicaid.   

Medicaid expansion is a very very sick, feeble, and grotesque program and its expansion would be 
extremely detrimental for many reason.  It's POOR SOLUTIONS would be a train wreck for our state.   
Please do you research THOROUGHLY and don't SIGN IT BEFORE YOU READ IT  thoroughly!!!  We 
know what can happen when REPRESENTATIVES  (are you really representing me?)  do that very 
thing.  OBAMACARE will destroy our country.  We must stand up for our state's rights before the Feds 
take all of them away from us.

Thank you,

A concerned Constituent of the Commonwealth and our Constitutional Republic,
Rosanne Reddin
Williamburg, Virginia 
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